(1) Child/staff becomes ill at school

- Place mask on individual and send home. Recommend or perform testing. Tests positive?
- Known exposure?
- Have symptoms resolved for 24 hours without medication, or according to school policies (whichever is more strict)?

Yes

- Offer alternative learning/working arrangements if symptoms are mild enough for participation

No

- (2) Child/staff tests positive

- Exclude case from school for 5 days, offering alternative learning/working arrangements if symptoms permit. Has symptoms?

Yes

- Identify close contacts in school environment

No

- Clean and disinfect according to CDC recommendations

- Return to school and keep child masked for an additional 5 days

- Has symptoms developed?

Yes

- Exclude from school for 5 days OR use the test-to-stay option according to WDH guidance and school policy

No

(3) Child/staff identified as a close contact\(^1\) of a positive case

- Place mask on individual and send home. Recommend or provide testing

1. A **close contact** is a person who was within 6 feet of a positive case for 15 minutes or more, starting 2 days before the positive test or 2 days before the onset of symptoms. A close contact may also be someone who provided care at home to someone who was sick with COVID-19 or someone who had direct physical contact (touching/hugging/kissing) with an infected person and/or a person with whom the infected person shared drinking or eating utensils. If both the infectious person and the exposed person were wearing masks at the time of exposure, exclusion from school is not necessary. If the exposed individual is under the age of 18 and is fully vaccinated against COVID-19, or is 18 years and older and boosted if eligible, or has tested positive on a molecular or antigen COVID-19 test during the prior three months, exclusion from school is not necessary.

2. **Known exposure** means close contact (within 6 feet for at least 15 minutes) with a person with confirmed COVID-19